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The role of Accounts Payable is often overlooked during any strategic review of business systems, often being seen as 
simply a back-office finance or clerical function that is something of a necessary burden. That view is perhaps a 
consequence of the AP function having remained unchanged for decades.

That lack of change means that many slow and labour intensive processes remain in place. Thousands of invoices come in 
from suppliers in many varying formats and the AP team has to check the contents and manually enter those invoice details, 
maybe even rekeying into multiple systems. 

Automating the process by digitally capturing the invoice data, transforming it into electronic files and importing straight into 
your business systems, will save a great deal of money, whilst releasing staff resources for more productive work.

The purpose of the remainder of this document is to explain in detail how electronic invoices are changing AP, how the iCAT 
(Invoice Capture, Automate, and Transform) service works, the benefits that iCAT represents for every business and how to 
get started. 

THE PAIN OF MANUAL INVOICE PROCESSING

The whole process is slow as physical invoices often circulate around the 
business and, being mostly manual, is prone to invoices being lost or 
mislaid, and open to keying error. In an organisation experiencing growth 
and with many entities, dozens of locations and many departments, all of 
these issues grow significantly.

A detailed study of the accounts payable process shows that around 70% 
of the time to process each purchase transaction is taken up with the 
management of the invoice document.

Also, importantly, the cost of manual administration of invoices can be 
excessive. For most organisations, that represents a cost of between £1.40 
(best in class) and £5 (sub-optimal) per transaction while undertaking 
tasks that add zero value to the business. 



Full e-Invoicing is the automatic generation of a digital version of every invoice, irrespective of how the invoice was initially received 
(paper, emailed PDF, Word, Excel, .txt etc.), and very importantly, a giant leap away from the challenges described above!

E-invoice data (plus the readable PDF image) is captured and retained for 7 years (covering the period required for HMRC e-invoice
Regulations). There is no requirement to maintain a paper copy; which removes filing work and frees up floor space previously used
for storage.

The shift away from previously used methods has led to a marked improvement in 
both the speed and accuracy of converting an invoice into an e-invoice. (We all 
know the amount of work required to re-constitute digital information by ‘reading’ 
a scanned paper invoice using OCR!). 

In our experience, when clients request their suppliers send invoices via email as a 
PDF, the vast majority will be happy to do so. Around 95% of invoices end up arriving 
in this way; with the remaining 5% of paper invoices being handled via OCR

WHAT IS ELECTRONIC INVOICING?

The past few years have seen a fundamental transformation in the way 
invoices are now sent with the majority being delivered via email in .PDF 
format. A typical PDF produced by a supplier's sales order processing or 
finance system contains all the invoice data in computer-readable digital 
form within the PDF file. 



HOW DOES iCAT HELP, AND WHY NOT OCR?

The objectives of iCAT are to remove the manual intervention associated with handling and managing purchase invoice capture, 
and to cut manual data entry and filing from the process. The service automatically captures all the relevant invoice line-level 
data, along with the associated invoice PDF image attached. It then returns the data and image via integration to your P2P 
system, registers the invoice automatically and then undertakes a fully automated reconciliation with the relevant pre-approved 
(and in certain cases, already receipted) purchase order.

Quite simply, iCAT is transforming accounts payable. Every invoice is captured on receipt and the exact status of each transaction 
is instantly available to everyone who needs to know. An e-invoice can never get lost; it shortens the invoice registration process 
to a matter of minutes and all invoice queries are managed through to a successful conclusion. 

iCAT vs OCR

iCAT is replacing on-premise OCR implementations. OCR is only c. 40-50% accurate until such time each supplier has been on-
boarded, the invoice layout learned, and validation undertaken to ensure the information of each invoice is both complete and 
correct. Our iCAT service removes the requirements for ALL this work and the cost associated with it. 
Besides, most invoices today are not in a paper format, as between 60% - 95% of all invoices are already received via email as 
a .PDF. However, many organisations still print out the emailed PDF invoices and manually key them in!



Every invoice can be processed
iCAT processes supplier e-invoices (EDI), output from OCR 
applications, emailed PDF, Word, Excel, text transactions, .htm / .html 
and ZIP files and scanned paper invoices – every invoice format you 
are likely to receive. This includes single PDF’s that include multiple 
invoices, multiple page invoices, foreign currency and language 
invoices and dozens of other variables. When we encounter a new 
format, it is simply added to the list of supported documents, 
without your intervention and without cost to you. The more we 
add, the better our service becomes for all. 

iCAT delivers an accurate process

iCAT delivers a highly accurate process achieved by a thorough and 
comprehensive validation routine that includes over 20 different 
activities, from simple ones such as 'do the Net, VAT and Gross 
values reconcile?' to more sophisticated tests that validate master 
data held in your P2P and/or finance system. Our methodology is far 
more robust and thorough than any manual data entry process, 
significantly reducing the likelihood of errors and massively reducing 
the time to process.

Comply with HMRC and VAT regulations

The data is retained for a minimum of seven years and 
complies with HMRC or VAT e-invoicing regulations.

KEY FEATURES



HOW DOES iCAT WORK?
Ask your suppliers to email you their invoices

All you need to do is ask your suppliers to email PDF invoices. A PDF generated by a finance or ERP system contains all the electronic data 
required to ‘render’ the readable copy of the invoice. iCAT extracts and captures this data and reformats it to create the structure of an e-
Invoice XML transaction. We also accommodate document formats such as XML, EDI, HTML and provide a cloud-based OCR service for 
those who are unable to move away from paper. We can also capture and process emailed PDF invoices forwarded by you (often the first 
step whilst confidence in the new process is built up).

Paper invoices are bundled on receipt and then scanned to generate a single PDF of multiple invoices. All modern scanning equipment 
includes the ability to be programmed to undertake this process and automatically email the PDF to the iCAT portal. We use our 
technology to separate the invoices into individual supplier invoice PDF’s and then undertake the digital processing.

Let us 'on-board' your suppliers

To enable an e-invoice to be generated accurately for each new supplier who uses our service, we carry out supplier on-boarding. This 
process allows us to identify where the information is held within the electronic data of the PDF and to reformat it into an e-invoice. The 
entire on-boarding process is part of our service, so your team will no longer have to worry about this manual and time-consuming work.

Every new supplier goes through the first-time on-boarding process. We oversee the entering of the first five invoices of each supplier to 
validate the electronic data captured to ensure the process is accurate. Should we receive a PDF from a supplier that does not contain the 
digital data, we treat it in the same manner as a scanned paper invoice. We make three attempts to physically read a scanned paper 
invoice. If we are unable to do so (usually due to poor image quality), it is automatically downloaded into the invoice register as a blank 
transaction (with PDF attached). From there it can be entered by your own staff.

Capture, Automate & Transform the information directly from your invoices 

iCAT captures the digital data held within a PDF invoice so that upon receipt, the invoice data is automatically mapped, validated and 
converted into an e-invoice structure. This enables every transaction to be integrated directly into your Purchase-to-Pay, Financial or 
ERP system without touch. Once a supplier has been on-boarded, the time from the email being received to the e-invoice transaction 
being available for automated download can be measured in minutes
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HOW TO GET STARTED

Get started in two easy steps with minimal time or resources needed. The only actions required are:

1. Ask your suppliers to send their invoices via email as a PDF to the dedicated email address you will have nominated
(You also have the option of forwarding supplier invoices in PDF format, sent directly to you, onto the same email
address).

2. Scan any paper invoices on arrival and email the resulting PDF to the email address provided

Job done - you have achieved optimised invoice processing!



We have customers that process anything from 1,000 invoices to 250,000 invoices per annum, so it is impractical to charge for a 
classic software module. Instead, we charge a fixed fee per invoice processed through the iCAT service. 

Also, by aggregating the volume of invoices received by thousands of suppliers, it enables us to deliver the service at a very 
competitive rate, and usually at considerably less cost overall, than any OCR or DMS technology you may implement. 

To keep administration costs to a minimum, each customer pre-purchases an iCAT Transaction Credit (usually equivalent to one 
year’s invoice volumes) and then buys more when required. We track your usage and the system alerts you when your credit is 
running low, and you will have the opportunity to top up with more credits.

WHAT IS THE PRICING MODEL?



About Touchstone Spend Management

We are a specialist team of purchasing and procurement consultants that 
implement and support Spend Management applications. We have a wealth of 
skills, experience and knowledge, and our customers benefit from the best 
practice and lessons learned from the many diverse Spend Management 
software projects we have delivered.

Get in touch

+44 (0)20 7121 4704

info@touchstonespendmanagement.co.uk
www.touchstonespendmanagement.co.uk

Head Office:
46 Worship Street 
London 
EC2A 2EA 
United Kingdom
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